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Journal abbreviations

AOH = Acta Orientalia (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
CAJ = Central Asiatic Journal
JATJ = Journal of the Association of Teachers of Japanese
JAOS = Journal of the American Oriental Society
JAS = Journal of Asian Studies
JSFOU = Journal de la Société Finno-Ougrienne
Lg = Language (journal of the Linguistic Society of America)
MS = Mongolian Studies (journal of the Mongolia Society)
MSN = Mongolia Society Newsletter (n.s.)
UAJb = Ural-Altaische Jahrbücher
UAS = Uralic and Altaic Series (Indiana University)
ZS = Zentralasiatische Studien


1957 The language of the Secret History of the Mongols [Yale University Ph.D. dissertation]. American Oriental Series, volume 42. New Haven. Pp. vii+89. The copyright on this publication was never renewed, and it is now in the public domain. Copy available at http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015016877436;view=1up;seq=3

Review of Nicholas Poppe, Introduction to Mongolian comparative studies. Lg 33.81-87.


Review of Rudolf Loewenthal, The Turkic languages and literatures of Central Asia. Lg 34.159-161.

1959 Structure of Kalmyk. Project #1 of the American Council of Learned Societies’ Program for Research and Studies in Uralic and Altaic Languages. Typescript of 117 pp. was for a time available from Bell and Howell, Micro-Photo Division, Cleveland, Ohio.


Review of Nikolaus Poppe, Vergleichende Grammatik der altaischen Sprachen, Teil I. Lg 38.92-98.

Review of Nicholas N. Poppe, Buriat grammar. JAOS 82.114-116.


[With John G. Hangin:] Chakhar survey. Project #76 of the ACLS program named above. Typescript of 45 pp. was for a time available from Bell and Howell (above).


Review of Antoine Mostaert and Francis W. Cleaves, Les lettres de 1289 et 1305 des ilkhân Arqun et Öljeitü à Philippe le Bel. JAOS 83.265-268


Brief reviews of ten works on Mongolian; UAJb 38.195-197.


1968 Brief reviews of 101 works on Mongolian; UAJb 40.272-290.


Review of Roy Andrew Miller, *Japanese and the other Altaic languages*. Lg 49.950-954.


Review of three books by Louis Ligeti on preclassical Mongolian; JAOS 95.535-536.


1984 “The particle či/ču in early Middle Mongolian”, CAJ 28.119-152.


“A further note on the Middle Mongolian particle či/ču”, CAJ 29.292-294.


“The particle lu in the Secret History [of the Mongols]”, ZS 19.9-26. [Author was given no
opportunity to read proof on this; errata sheet appeared ZS 20.361-362 (1988).

1987 “Paratactic concatenation of sentences in the Secret History”, MS 10.25-47.
1989 “A note on computer-printing of the Classical Mongolian script”, MSN 6.8-10. Brief discussion and exemplification of MONGOLPRINT 1.01: the author’s software for printing Classical Mongolian script on a Toshiba 24-pin dot-matrix printer, from within WordPerfect 4.2 used on IBM/DOS computers.
Review of Henryk Jankowski, Détermination participiale dans les langues ouraliennes et altaïque choisies.. MS 12.131-133.
2008 “Middle Mongolian past-tense -BA in the Secret History”, JAOS 128:3.499-422.
2009 “On the three past-tense endings of Middle Mongolian”, UAJb NF23.126-159.
2010 “The interrogative particle in early Middle Mongolian”, MS 30.43-82 (written in 2008, before the -BA article).
2013 On quotation on Middle Mongolian: The verb ke(m)e-‘to say’. Mongolia Society Occasional Paper Number 27 (pp. iv+92).

REVIEWS AND PAPERS NEVER PUBLISHED:

Genealogical publications
1989 More on Oliver Rouse of Newfoundland: Reports and Returns submitted to the Society for


Letter to the editor re James Ruse of Australia; Journal of the Cornwall Family History Society #73.15 (Sept. 1994).

An Ellis family of Devon and Newfoundland, based on the work of C. Archer Ellis (1859-1943) of St. John's, Newfoundland. Cross Plains, Wisconsin: the author. Pp. 79.
